Multiple modes of α7 nAChR non-competitive antagonism of control agonist-evoked and allosterically enhanced currents
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Abstract
Positive allosteric modulators (PAMs) of α7 nicotinic acetylcholine receptors can enhance ion channel currents and downstream effects of α7 stimulation. We investigated the approach of using non-competitive antagonists to regulate α7 receptor function, potentially distinguishing effects requiring ion channel currents from signaling induced by non-conducting states. Three small readily reversible antagonists, mecamylamine, QX-314, and tetracaine, as well as three large slowly reversible antagonists, BTMPS, TMPH, and tkP3BzPB, were investigated for their effectiveness and voltage dependence in the inhibition of responses evoked by acetylcholine alone or augmented by the α7-selective PAM PNU-120596. Analyses of the small antagonists on PNU-120596-potentiated single-channel bursts indicated that each agent had a distinct mechanism of inhibition and only that of QX-314 was consistent with simple open-channel block. In addition to decreasing channel open times and burst durations, mecamylamine and tetracaine induced unique subconductance states. In order to determine if channel blocking activity alone would be sufficient to prevent cell death, the antagonists were tested for their ability to protect α7-expressing cells from cytotoxic effects of the α7 agonist choline in combination with PNU-120596. Only tetracaine and tkP3BzPB, the two agents which had effects least consistent with simple ion channel block, were fully cytoprotective at concentrations that gave submaximal inhibition of macroscopic currents in oocytes. Further analyses indicated that toxicity produced by PNU-120596 and choline was calcium independent and likely an apoptotic event. Our results are consistent with the hypothesis that PAMs may modulate conformational states important for both channel activity and ion channel-independent signaling.
Introduction

Homomeric α7 nicotinic acetylcholine receptors (nAChRs) have many properties that make them unique. Although they constitute one of the two major types of nAChRs in the brain, they are also widely expressed in non-neuronal tissues, suggesting that they have evolved to serve multiple functions in different tissues and represent a sort of primordial ligand-gated ion channel. Consistent with this hypothesis, α7 nAChRs are not strictly receptors for acetylcholine (ACh), since they can also be activated by choline, the ubiquitous ACh precursor. The α7 receptors lack many of the specializations normally associated with ligand-gated ion channels that mediate fast synaptic transmission. Even under optimized conditions, α7 receptors have a probability of synchronized openings that is two orders of magnitude lower than that of the nAChRs at neuromuscular junctions or autonomic ganglia (Williams et al., 2012). They have five rather than two agonist binding sites, and although they desensitize rapidly at high levels of agonist occupancy, their desensitization is rapidly reversible and is not associated with the induction of a high-affinity non-conducting state.

The unique properties and broad distribution of α7 nAChRs in neuronal and non-neuronal cell types challenge the conventional assumption that all signaling mediated by these receptors must be due to the activation of ion channel currents. The activated ion channel of α7 nAChRs has a remarkably high permeability to calcium under normal conditions (Seguela et al., 1993), and in some contexts α7 signaling is likely to be associated with ion channel activation. However, α7-activation in some non-neuronal cell types appears to occur independently of or even in the absence of ion channel activation (de Jonge and Ulloa, 2007), supporting the hypothesis that ligand-bound conducting states may mediate signal transduction via cascades such as those associated with the JAK/STAT pathway (Marrero and Bencherif, 2009).

The discovery of α7-selective positive allosteric modulators (PAMs), such as PNU-120596, has enhanced our ability to probe the conformational dynamics and
signaling properties of α7 receptors. PNU-120596 has been classified as a "type II" PAM (Gronlien et al., 2007), it both increases the probability of transient activation by agonist, and also destabilizes one or more of the conformational states that would be associated with desensitization in the absence of the PAM. We have identified two classes of ligand-bound non-conducting "desensitized" states: Ds, states, which can be converted to conducting states by PNU-120596 (sensitive to the effects of the PAM), and Ds, state(s), which are insensitive to the effects of the PAM. The differential sensitivity of these desensitized states to PNU-120596 has allowed us to probe the conformational trajectory of α7 receptors following agonist binding and has led to the hypothesis that in the absence of a PAM, ion channel-independent signal transduction may be mediated by receptors in either or both of these ligand-bound non-conducting states (Williams et al., 2011b).

If there is a dichotomy between channel-dependent and -independent signaling, it might be assumed that a PAM such as PNU-120596 would amplify only the channel-dependent signaling. However, a comparison of the microscopic (i.e. single-channel) and macroscopic effects of PNU-120596 indicated that there is a very large effect on the open probability of a very small percentage of the channels modified by the PAM (Williams et al., 2011b), suggesting that the distribution and properties of the non-conducting states may also be strongly affected by the PAM.

Excitotoxicity is a phenomenon that has been associated with neuronal cell death as a consequence of overstimulation of calcium-permeable NMDA-type glutamate receptors (Rothman and Olney, 1987). We have recently demonstrated cytotoxic effects of PNU-120596 combined with choline on α7-expressing HEK 293 cells (Williams et al., 2012). This effect was blocked by the α7-selective competitive antagonist methyllycaconitine (MLA) and was hypothesized to be due to ion channel-mediated calcium overload, similar to the NMDA receptor-mediated excitotoxicity. To investigate this hypothesis we characterized the sensitivity of α7-mediated currents to six non-
competitive antagonists (Figure 1) under control conditions and with co-applications of PNU-120596. We distinguished not only differences in the potency and mechanism of inhibition for these agents but also differences in their effectiveness at inhibiting currents evoked by ACh alone or those potentiated by PNU-120596. Our data suggest that the ion conduction pathway differs in the PNU-120596-potentiated currents compared to controls, both in regard to the binding of antagonists and intrinsic factors associated with the inward rectification of neuronal nAChRs. We then extended our studies of these antagonists to determine their potential ability to act as cytoprotective agents against α7-mediated cytotoxic effects of PNU-120596 and choline, and further experiments demonstrate that this toxicity is calcium-independent.

Materials and Methods

Chemicals

Solvents and reagents were purchased from Sigma-Aldrich Chemical Company (St. Louis, MO). Cell culture supplies were purchased from Life Technologies (Grand Island, NY). The Hank’s balanced saline solution (HBSS) (Life Technologies) contained (in mM): 1.26 CaCl₂, 0.493 MgCl₂, 0.407 MgSO₄, 5.33 KCl, 0.441 KH₂PO₄, 4.17 NaHCO₃, 137.93 NaCl, 0.338 Na₂HPO₄, and 5.56 D-Glucose. PNU-120596 (1-(5-chloro-2,4-dimethoxy-phenyl)-3-(5-methyl-isoxazol-3-yl)-urea) was synthesized by Dr. Jingyi Wang and Kinga Chojnacka as previously described (Williams et al., 2011b). Mecamylamine ((1S,2R,4R)-N,2,3,3-tetramethylbicyclo[2.2.1]heptan-2-amine), QX-314 (lidocaine N-ethyl bromide), and tetracaine (2-(dimethylamino)ethyl 4-(butylamino)benzoate) were purchased from Sigma. BTMPS (Bis (2,2,6,6-tetramethyl-4-piperidinyl) sebacate) was provided by Ciba-Geigy (Summit, NJ). TMPH (2,2,6,6-tetramethylpiperidin-4-yl heptanoate) was purchased from Tocris (c/o R&D Systems, Minneapolis, MN). tkP3BzPB (1,2,4,5-tetra-{5-[1-(3-benzyl)pyridinium]pentyl}benzene tetrabromide) was synthesized as previously published (Papke et al., 2005).
Fresh acetylcholine (ACh) and choline stock solutions were made each day of experimentation. PNU-120596 stock solutions were prepared in DMSO, stored at -20º C, and used for up to 1 month. PNU-120596 solutions were prepared freshly each day at the desired concentration from the stored stock.

**Heterologous Expression of α7 nAChRs in Xenopus Oocytes**

The cDNA clones of human α7 nAChR and human Resistance-to-cholinesterase 3 (RIC-3) were provided by Dr. Jon Lindstrom (University of Pennsylvania, Philadelphia, PA) and Dr. Millet Treinin (Hebrew University, Jerusalem, Israel), respectively. Subsequent to linearization and purification of the plasmid cDNAs, cRNAs were prepared using the mMessage mMMachine in vitro RNA transfection kit (Ambion, Austin, TX).

Oocytes were surgically removed from mature female *Xenopus laevis* frogs (Nasco, Ft. Atkinson, WI) and injected with cRNAs of α7 nAChR and RIC-3 as described previously (Papke and Stokes, 2010). The RIC-3 chaperone protein can improve and accelerate α7 expression with no effects on the pharmacological properties of the receptors (Halevi et al., 2003). Frogs were maintained in the Animal Care Service facility of the University of Florida, and all procedures were approved by the University of Florida Institutional Animal Care and Use Committee. In brief, the frog was first anesthetized for 15-20 min in 1.5 liters frog tank water containing 1 g of 3-aminobenzoate methanesulfonate (MS-222) buffered with sodium bicarbonate. The harvested oocytes were treated with 1.25 mg/ml collagenase (Worthington Biochemicals, Freehold, NJ) for 2 h at room temperature in a calcium-free Barth’s solution (88 mM NaCl, 1 mM KCl, 2.38 mM NaHCO₃, 0.82 mM MgSO₄, 15 mM HEPES, and 12 mg/l tetracycline, pH 7.6) to remove the follicular layer. Stage V oocytes were subsequently isolated and injected with 50 nl of 6 ng α7 nAChR subunit cRNA and 3 ng RIC-3 cRNA. Recordings were carried out 1-7 days after injection.
Two-Electrode Voltage Clamp Electrophysiology

Experiments were conducted using OpusXpress 6000A (Molecular Devices, Union City, CA) (Papke and Stokes, 2010). Both the voltage and current electrodes were filled with 3 M KCl. Oocytes were voltage-clamped at -60 mV except when determining the effect of voltage on inhibition by different antagonists. To determine voltage dependence in the absence of PNU-120596, cells were held at -80 mV or -40 mV, while in the presence of PNU-120596 cells were held at -60 mV or +50 mV. The oocytes were bath-perfused with Ringer’s solution (115 mM NaCl, 2.5 mM KCl, 1.8 mM CaCl₂, 10 mM HEPES, and 1 μM atropine, pH 7.2) with a flow rate of 2 ml/min. To evaluate the effects of non-competitive antagonists on ACh-evoked responses of α7 nAChRs expressed in oocytes in the absence and presence of PNU-120596, the initial control conditions were set up by two applications of ACh alone or ACh plus PNU-120596 before co-applications of experimental drugs with the control ACh or ACh plus PNU-120596. The agonist solutions were applied from a 96-well plate via disposable tips, and the antagonists and PNU-120596 were either co-applied with ACh by the OpusXpress pipette delivery system or bath-applied using the OpusXpress system to switch the running buffer. For the concentration-response study, drug applications were 12 s followed by a 181-s washout period and usually alternated between controls and test solutions containing experimental antagonists of various concentrations. A typical recording for each oocyte contained two initial control applications of ACh or ACh plus PNU-120596, an experimental drug application, and then a follow-up control application of ACh with or without PNU-120596 to determine the desensitization or rundown of the receptors.

Data were collected at 50 Hz, filtered at 20 Hz, analyzed by Clampfit 9.2 (Molecular Devices) and Excel (Microsoft, Redmond WA), and normalized to the averaged current of the two initial control responses (Papke and Papke, 2002). Data were
expressed as means ± SEM from at least four oocytes for each experiment. For the concentration-response relationships, responses were normalized to the net charge of the most adjacent prior control. Data were plotted by Kaleidagraph 3.0.2 (Abelbeck Software, Reading, PA) and curves were generated as the best fit of the average values from the Hill equation, using negative Hill slopes.

Cell Culture of A7R3HC10 Cells

The A7R3HC10 cells stably expressing human α7 and human RIC-3 were generated from low passage number HEK 293 cells obtained from American Type Culture Collection (Manassas, VA) (Williams et al., 2012). The A7R3HC10 cells were routinely cultured in Dulbecco’s modified eagle medium (DMEM) supplemented with 10% fetal bovine serum (FBS) in the presence of 0.45 mg/ml G418 and 0.015 mg/ml hygromycin at 37°C with 5% CO2. For normal passaging, cells were dissociated with 1 mM EDTA in calcium- and magnesium-free HBSS to avoid non-selective damage to the α7 nAChRs expressed on the cell surface. Cells with fewer than 27 passages after stable transfection were used for patch clamp recordings, and cells with fewer than 30 passages were used in cytotoxicity experiments.

Outside-Out Patch Clamp Electrophysiology

Single-channel currents were recorded in the outside-out configuration at room temperature using an Axopatch 200A amplifier (Molecular Devices) as described previously (Williams et al., 2011a; Williams et al., 2011b). One day before recording, A7R3HC10 cells were plated onto 12-mm glass coverslips (Thermo Fisher Scientific) coated with 0.1 mg/ml poly-D-lysine (Sigma-Aldrich). Cells were recorded 1-5 days after plating. Briefly, cells were bathed in an external solution containing 165 mM NaCl, 5 mM KCl, 2 mM CaCl2, 10 mM glucose, 5 mM HEPES, and 1 µM atropine, pH 7.35. Patch pipettes were pulled using the P-97 micropipette puller (Sutter Instruments, Novato,
CA), fire-polished to 5-10 MΩ, coated with SigmaCote (Sigma), and filled with an internal solution containing 147 mM CsCl, 2 mM MgCl₂, 1 mM CaCl₂, 10 mM EGTA, 10 mM HEPES, and 2 mM Mg-ATP, pH 7.35. Recordings were low-pass-filtered to 10 kHz with the built-in amplifier filter (4-pole Bessel) and digitized at 100 kHz with a DigiData 1440 (Molecular Devices) using Clampex 10.3 data acquisition software (Molecular Devices).

Fast solution exchange to outside-out patches was performed via a Burleigh piezoelectric stepper (EXFO, Ontario, Canada) conditioned by an RC circuit (τ = 2 ms) to reduce oscillations and avoid damage to the crystal (Kabakov and Papke, 1998). A double-barrel drug pipette was made from borosilicate theta glass (Sutter Instruments) and mounted on the piezoelectric stepper. Two 60-ml syringes (Monoject, Sherwood Medical Company, St. Louis, MO) were connected to each channel of the drug pipette via polyethylene tubing. Channel 1 of the drug pipette was connected to syringes containing either 300 μM ACh and 10 μM PNU-120596 or external solution, while channel 2 was connected to syringes containing either 300 μM ACh and 10 μM PNU-120596 plus the antagonist or 50% external solution. The time required to switch solutions in a channel was ~15 s. To maintain undisturbed laminar flow from the drug pipette and minimize solution mixing, external solution was continuously perfused through the recording chamber (Warner Instruments, Hamden, CT) at 4 ml/min, and the drug pipette should be correctly aligned such that drug streams would directly perfuse through the outside-out patch in the recording pipette. All solutions in the four syringes were degassed under vacuum to eliminate air bubbles that could damage the patch seal. The solution exchange time (10-90% rise time) was determined to be typically <1 ms by measuring changes in holding current upon moving 50% external solution over the open recording pipette tip with the piezoelectric stepper (Williams et al., 2011b).

Once a stable outside-out patch was obtained and the drug and recording pipettes were positioned, the streams of 300 μM ACh and 10 μM PNU-120596 from channel 1
and 300 μM ACh, 10 μM PNU-120596 plus the antagonist from channel 2 were turned on. The piezoelectric stepper was used to move the 300 μM ACh and 10 μM PNU-120596 stream over the patch to obtain the PNU-120596-potentiated control response. After initial periods of multi-channel openings, the stepper was then used to move the 300 μM ACh, 10 μM PNU-120596, and the antagonist stream over the patch to investigate the effect of each antagonist on single-channel bursts potentiated by PNU-120596, after which the 300 μM ACh and 10 μM PNU-120596 stream was moved back over the patch for the post-antagonist control response. The drug application pipette usually switched back and forth to allow the solution from either barrel to flow over the patch and record under the control and test conditions. After data collection, each patch was blown off the tip of the recording pipette, and the solution exchange profile was determined. Data were analyzed only if the solution exchange was clean and occurred rapidly.

Data from at least seven individual patches for each condition were pooled to obtain sufficient numbers of events for analysis. Sections of data traces containing single-channel activity and flanked by ≥100 ms of closed time were selected for analysis (Colquhoun and Sakmann, 1995; Williams et al., 2011b). Apparent subconductances which occurred occasionally were ignored. All traces were filtered to 5 kHz, corrected for baseline drift, idealized, and analyzed with Clampfit 10.3 (Molecular Devices). Burst analysis was conducted to define groups of one or more apparent channel openings and closures that arose from an individual channel.

**Whole-Cell Patch Clamp Electrophysiology**

The 12-mm glass coverslips were coated with 0.1 mg/ml poly-D-lysine at 37°C for 5 min. A7R3HC10 cells were plated onto the coverslips 1-4 days before recording. Whole-cell voltage clamp recordings were performed at room temperature using an
Axopatch 200B amplifier (Molecular Devices). Briefly, cells were bathed in the same external solution as used in the outside-out single-channel recordings. Patch pipettes (3-5 MΩ) were filled with an internal solution containing: 120 mM CsCl, 2 mM MgCl₂, 10 mM EGTA, 10 mM HEPES, and 5 mM Mg-ATP, pH 7.35. The current-voltage (I-V) relationships of currents evoked by ACh alone or potentiated by PNU-120596 were investigated. Drug solutions were applied by Picospritzer III (General Valve, Fairfield, NJ) via pressure (10-20 psi). The application pipette was positioned approximately 10-15 μm from the cell. Drug applications were 3 s in duration and were made every 60 s. Three baseline responses induced by 1 mM ACh or 100 μM ACh plus 10 μM PNU-120596 were initially recorded at -70 mV, after which responses were recorded as the membrane potential (V_m) increased from -70 mV to +60 mV with 10 mV increments. Recordings were filtered to 5 kHz and digitized at 20 kHz with a DigiData 1322A (Molecular Devices) using Clampex 9.2. Both the input resistance and access resistance were monitored by a 10-ms/10-mV pulse before each response. The whole-cell recordings were analyzed with Clampfit 10.3. Cells with access resistance >40 MΩ were excluded from analysis. In experiments evaluating the voltage dependence of currents evoked by ACh alone, input resistances were usually 1-2 GΩ. However, the whole-cell seals decreased upon the increase in holding potential when determining the current-voltage relationship of the PNU-120596-potentiated responses. Thus, a more relaxed criteria was adopted for this condition to include whole-cell recordings with input resistance >100 MΩ in the analysis. Responses were measured as peak currents. The steady-state I-V curves were obtained by normalizing the current at each V_m to the averaged response at -70 mV, which was defined as -1. I-V curves were plotted by Kalidagraph 3.0.2, and data were represented as means ± SEM of 5 cells.

Cytotoxicity Assay
A7R3HC10 cells were grown in normal culture medium, and experiments were conducted in HBSS as DMEM contained ~30 μM choline, which would act as an α7 agonist and perturb our manipulation of agonist concentration in the assay (Williams et al., 2012). Briefly, A7R3HC10 cells and untransfected HEK 293 cells with the same passage number were plated into 96-well plates at a density of 1.5 × 10⁴ cells/well in DMEM with 10% FBS and incubated overnight at 37°C. After removing the medium, cells were washed twice with HBSS. Experimental compounds prepared in HBSS were then applied to the cells. For PNU-120596 and BTMPS, the 10 mM stock solutions were respectively dissolved in DMSO and methanol, and their working solutions were diluted with HBSS. Both the A7R3HC10 cells and untransfected HEK 293 cells were incubated at 28°C for 2 h, as the onset of PNU-120596 cytotoxicity was revealed to be very fast and the maximal toxicity occurred within 2 h (Williams et al., 2012). After the 2 h treatment, the experimental solutions were replaced with 100 μl HBSS and 20 μl CellTiter96 solution (Promega, Madison, WI) per well and incubated at 37°C overnight. The absorbance at 490 nm was read by a micro-plate spectrophotometer (BioTek, Winooski, VT). The cytotoxicity is defined as the reduction in cell viability, which is directly associated with the reduction of a tetrazolium salt by dehydrogenase enzymes in metabolically active cells to form a soluble formazan dye that has specific absorbance at 490 nm. Each condition was tested in three wells to obtain an averaged absorbance value. Background absorbance was measured from cell-free wells and subtracted from all control and test conditions. The absorbance values from test conditions were normalized to the absorbance of the 0.5% DMSO vehicle control, which was defined as 100% cell viability. Statistical significance was analyzed using the two-tailed Student’s t-test.

We expanded our analysis of cytotoxicity to determine if the 100 μM choline and 10 μM PNU-120596 treatment for 2 h at 28°C can cause death of A7R3HC10 cells in the absence of calcium. We performed the cytotoxicity assay in a modified HBSS solution containing 1.26 mM BaCl₂, 0.9 mM MgCl₂, 5.33 mM KCl, 0.441 mM KH₂PO₄, 4.17 mM
NaHCO₃, 137.93 mM NaCl, 0.338 mM Na₂HPO₄, and 5.56 mM D-Glucose. In this formula, we replaced the CaCl₂ with BaCl₂, increased the concentration of MgCl₂, and removed the MgSO₄ to avoid forming precipitates with barium. The modified HBSS containing 1.26 mM CaCl₂, 0.9 mM MgCl₂, and other components without MgSO₄, as well as the normal HBSS containing 1.26 mM CaCl₂, 0.493 mM MgCl₂, 0.407 mM MgSO₄, and other components were also used as controls. The absorbance at 490 nm was read after 4 h and overnight incubation at 37°C.

We also measured the induction of apoptosis by the 100 µM choline and 10 µM PNU-120596 treatment via the Apo-ONE® Homogeneous Caspase-3/7 Assay (Promega). In brief, 100 µM choline and 10 µM PNU-120596 prepared in the normal HBSS solution was applied to the A7R3HC10 cells and incubated at 28°C for 2 h. After the 2 h treatment, the experimental solution was replaced with 50 µl HBSS and 50 µl Apo-ONE® Caspase-3/7 Reagent (Promega) per well, gently mixed using a plate shaker for 15 minutes, and incubated at room temperature for 4 h. The fluorescence was read by a micro-plate spectrophotometer (BioTek) at an excitation wavelength range of 485 ± 20 nm and an emission wavelength range of 528 ± 20 nm. Each condition was tested in three wells. The averaged background fluorescence was subtracted from all control and test conditions. The fluorescence values from test conditions were normalized to the averaged fluorescence of the 0.5% DMSO vehicle control, which was defined as 100% caspase-3/7 activity. Statistical significance was analyzed using the Student’s t-test.

Results

Macroscopic Studies of Small Antagonists in Oocytes

Homomeric α7 nACHRs have recently been recognized as a potential target for therapeutics leading to the development of α7-selective ligands (agonists, partial agonists, competitive antagonists). As the α7 receptors are allosteric membrane proteins with
dynamic interconversions between multiple functional states, these ligands are valuable experimental tools to investigate different models for the activation and desensitization of α7 nAChRs. Unlike the competitive antagonists that bind to the conventional agonist binding site, the inhibition by non-competitive antagonists showed a distinctly different mechanism in that the antagonists bind to other modulatory sites and thus won’t prevent agonist binding. An understanding of the unique mechanisms of different forms of non-competitive antagonism will increase our knowledge of receptor-mediated signaling, including whether ligand binding may have effects that are independent of ion conduction. However, due to the intrinsic low $P_{\text{open}}$ and rapid desensitization of α7 receptors, the direct characterization of potential α7 non-competitive antagonists is challenging.

The capability of type II α7 PAMs to prolong the kinetics of α7 activation by destabilization of desensitized states (Gronlien et al., 2007) provides a new opportunity to study these receptors and raises a question whether the potentiated currents have similar sensitivity to non-competitive antagonists as the currents evoked by agonist alone. Here we examined the effects of three small antagonists to inhibit α7-mediated currents expressed in *X. laevis* oocytes evoked by either ACh alone or ACh co-applied with PNU-120596, one of the most effective and well-characterized α7 selective PAMs (Gopalakrishnan et al., 2011; Gronlien et al., 2007; Hurst et al., 2005; Williams et al., 2011b; Young et al., 2008). Normalized net charge data were obtained from 4-8 cells when each antagonist was co-applied with 60 μM ACh or 10 μM ACh and 10 μM PNU-120596 at various concentrations (Figure 2). The IC$_{50}$ values calculated from the curves fit for the inhibition of ACh-evoked responses in the absence and presence of PNU-120596 by three small non-competitive antagonists are shown in Table I. Mecamylamine inhibited the currents evoked by ACh alone and by ACh plus PNU-120596 with IC$_{50}$ values of $10 \pm 1$ and $4.8 \pm 0.7$ μM, respectively, indicating that the inhibitory effect of mecamylamine for PNU-120596-potentiated currents was approximately two-fold greater than for currents evoked by ACh. In contrast, when applied at concentrations ranging
from 1 to 300 μM, tetracaine’s inhibitory effect was much greater for responses evoked by ACh alone than those potentiated by PNU-120596 (IC₅₀ values of which were 18 ± 2 and 43 ± 8 μM, respectively). Co-application of QX-314 through the same concentration range as tetracaine produced inhibition of the currents evoked by ACh alone or ACh plus PNU-120596, with comparable IC₅₀ values of 42 ± 2 and 55 ± 16 μM, respectively.

Inhibition of PNU-120596-Potentiated Single-Channel Bursts with Small Reversible Antagonists

We have recently investigated the ACh-evoked responses of α7 nAChRs expressed in BOSC23 cells in the absence and presence of PNU-120596 from outside-out patches (Williams et al., 2011b). In this study, we aimed at measuring the effects of the three small reversible antagonists on the properties of single-channel bursts enhanced by PNU-120596 as ACh alone only evoked short-lived single-channel openings that quickly diminished after exposure to the agonist (Williams et al., 2011b).

Consistent with our previous studies with transiently transfected cells, in the presence of 300 μM ACh and 10 μM PNU-120596 the α7-mediated currents in outside-out patches pulled from A7R3HC10 cells decayed over the course of several seconds to intermittent prolonged single-channel bursts. Control data were obtained both from patches that were not exposed to any antagonist and from patches that were alternately exposed to antagonist-free (control) and antagonist-containing (experimental) solution. There were no significant differences in the control burst data under these varying conditions (not shown).

Consistent with our previous observations, channels were activated with the highest probability immediately after application of ACh and PNU-120596. Subsequently channels approached a steady-state condition with the intermittent appearance of prolonged bursts. The prolonged application of ACh and PNU-120596 along with mecamylamine induced the majority of channels to enter the Dₐ state or
blocked state, revealing single-channel bursts potentiated by PNU-120596 but modified by the antagonist. Each of the small antagonists produced distinct alterations in the pattern of intraburst openings and closures, as illustrated in Figure 3.

As shown in the all-point histograms in Figure 4, under control conditions, the majority of openings were fit to a full conductance state of approximately 8 pA. There were rare subconductance events of about 3 pA, and relatively little time was spent in the closed state within a burst. The introduction of 30 µM mecamylamine introduced at least one new subconductance state at 1.7 pA, representing 16% as many events as in the full conductance state. Additionally, a similar amount of time was spent with intermediate conductance that did not resolve into discrete elements.

When 30 µM QX-314 was applied to a patch, 61% of the time within a burst was in a nearly fully closed state, and the amplitude of the full open state appeared to be reduced. The apparent shifts in the full open and closed amplitudes in Figure 4 were likely due to the fact that the filter settings prevented complete resolution of either class of events in these rapidly changing recordings.

The presence of 30 µM tetracaine introduced a distinct subconductance that was 70% of the amplitude of the full conductance state and accounted for 22% as much area of the all-point histogram as the full conductance state.

We examined the effects of these antagonists on the intraburst open and closed times as well as the burst duration and frequency. For these analyses, control data were obtained from the same patches as exposed to specific antagonist in order to make allowance for any effects that might be due to patch-to-patch variability. In the composite of all control data (not shown), there were two main open times ($\tau_1 = 65 \mu S (44\%)$, $\tau_2 = 18 \text{ ms} (46\%)$) and two closed times ($\tau_1 = 80 \mu S (74\%), \tau_2 = 280 \mu s (25\%)$).

As shown in Figure 5 and Table II, the control bursts in all three data sets were similar to the pooled data, although in some cases the open-time histograms were best fit by including a minor third component. In the presence of 30 µM mecamylamine, open
times shifted toward a single component with an average open time of 700 µs, possibly representing an obscuring of the normal brief opening and a shortening of the longer events. The intraburst closed times in mecamylamine shifted toward a single longer closed time of 160 µs. It should be noted that our event detection threshold would accept the mecamylamine-associated subconductance state indicated in Figure 4 as channel closed time.

The presence of 30 µM QX-314 also had the effect of moving the open time distribution toward a single component of approximately 700 µs. The intraburst closed time distribution in QX-314 was shifted to a single component with a time constant of 900 µs. In contrast to mecamylamine and QX-314, tetracaine had the effect of introducing components into the open time distribution as an intermediate duration, rather than simply shortening the duration of the longer openings. It should also be noted that our event detection threshold would accept the tetracaine-associated subconductance state indicated in Figure 4 as channel open times. Events within tetracaine bursts were sorted by amplitude, and those in the range of 4-6 pA were extracted as the subconductance state. These events had an average open time of 570 µs, making them most closely correspond to the briefest open time of the full distribution. Tetracaine also introduced a novel longer component into the closed time distribution.

To evaluate the roles of the small reversible antagonists on influencing the burst duration and burst frequency, we analyzed all apparent bursts (clusters of events isolated by intervals of 100 ms or more) recorded under each condition, including the ones that appeared as relatively brief events that primarily occurred in isolation and those that contained simultaneous openings and subconductance events. The average durations of the PNU-120596-potentiated α7 control bursts were 3116.72 ± 363.12 ms (n = 162), 4656.53 ± 464.11 ms (n = 222), and 3606.50 ± 313.46 ms (n = 180) for the mecamylamine, QX-314, and tetracaine data sets, respectively. Overall the average
duration of control bursts of α7 receptors potentiated by 10 µM PNU-120596 persisted for 3879.13 ± 234.19 ms (n = 564), with no significant differences among the data sets.

All of the antagonist co-treatments significantly shortened the length of the bursts (Figure 6). The mecamylamine-, QX-314-, and tetracaine-treated bursts only lasted for 1309.21 ± 164.43 ms (n = 164), 1236.81 ± 92.80 ms (n = 249), and 554.38 ± 41.67 (n = 741), respectively. Only tetracaine produced a marked increase in the burst frequency (0.59 vs. 0.18 bursts/s), suggesting that tetracaine produced blocked times longer than the 100 ms criteria used to define our interburst interval. These data are therefore consistent with the hypothesis that ACh can dissociate or the channels can desensitize or otherwise close before the dissociation of tetracaine, indicating that tetracaine is a parallel blocker, as previously reported for muscle nAChR (Papke and Oswald, 1989) and neuronal nAChR with channel mutations (Papke et al., 2001a).

Effects of Slowly Reversible Antagonists on α7 Responses With or Without PNU-120596

While many non-competitive antagonists work rapidly enough for their effects to be apparent on the same time scale of the α7 single-channel events in the presence of PNU-120596, other antagonists such as BTMPS, TMPH, and tkP3BzPB have such slow reversibility that once they affected a channel, it would be unlikely that the same channel would be observed to reopen in the same recording, and if it did reopen, it would be impossible to discriminate it from the opening of any other channels in the patch. Moreover, the potency of such agents can only be appreciated under equilibrium conditions (i.e. when concentration-driven on-rates (M⁻¹s⁻¹) are on the same time scale as the off-rates), so they have the opportunity to work at low concentrations over prolonged periods of time. Therefore, we tested the effects of extended bath applications of these three slowly reversible antagonists on the ACh-evoked responses of human α7 receptors expressed in oocytes with or without PNU-120596 potentiation. The experimental data
shown in Figure 7 are averaged peak current responses obtained from at least four cells when each antagonist was bath-applied at different concentrations (and co-applied with ACh). Each point was normalized to the averaged peak current of two initial 60 µM ACh control responses from the same oocytes.

At a concentration of 100 nM, the use-dependent inhibitor BTMPS (Papke et al., 1994) was partially effective at inhibiting the responses evoked by 60 µM ACh alone. The peak current response measured 14 min after BTMPS bath application was approximately 25% that of the baseline control, and the response recovered slowly with a time constant of ~15 min. In contrast, 100 nM BTMPS was significantly more effective at inhibiting the responses evoked by co-application of 10 µM ACh and 10 µM PNU-120596, with faster onset of inhibition and, interestingly, a quicker recovery. The peak current response to ACh plus PNU-120596 determined 2 min after BTMPS bath application was 15% that of the control, and the response fully recovered to baseline after ~7 min washout. When bath-applied at concentrations of 300 nM and 1 µM, BTMPS showed persistent inhibition of peak currents evoked by ACh alone and ACh plus PNU-120596 in a dose-dependent manner, and recovery of these responses was also relatively slow (Figure 7A). In general, BTMPS demonstrated greater inhibitory effect and faster onset of inhibition on α7 responses to ACh plus PNU-120596 than on responses to ACh alone, which may be due to the prolonged openings of PNU-120596-potentiated α7 ion channels for BTMPS to block (Williams et al., 2011b). BTMPS also revealed a quicker recovery profile on PNU-120596-potentiated α7 currents, except that when bath-applied at 1 µM, responses evoked by ACh alone recovered to baseline after 9 min washout, while responses evoked by ACh and PNU-120596 only recovered to ~60% of controls after 15 min washout. These data suggest that both the blocking and unblocking rates of BTMPS for α7 receptors are faster for the open state, including the one promoted by PNU-120596.
When the use-independent inhibitor TMPH (Papke et al., 2005) was bath-applied at relatively low concentration (300 nM), TMPH produced partial inhibition of the ACh-evoked responses of α7 nAChRs, reducing them to approximately 40% of the pretreatment currents. Somewhat unexpectedly, the PNU-120596-potentiated responses of α7 receptors were not inhibited in the presence of bath-applied 300 nM TMPH (Figure 7B), and, in fact, responses increased rather than decreased, due to the accumulating effects of the potentiator, as previously reported (Williams et al., 2011b). The 1 and 3 μM TMPH treatments significantly inhibited 75% and 90% of the responses evoked by ACh, respectively. The PNU-120596-potentiated α7 receptors showed ~50% blockade at bath concentration of 1 μM TMPH, whereas full inhibition of α7-mediated responses potentiated by PNU-120596 was achieved with 3 μM TMPH, the highest concentration tested. Taken together, these data suggest that TMPH may be a more potent antagonist for inhibiting α7 nAChRs evoked by ACh alone than for PNU-120596-potentiated responses. After bath applications of TMPH, progressive concentration-dependent recovery of responses evoked by ACh as well as ACh plus PNU-120596 was observed within 10 min.

The α7-selective antagonist tkP3BzPB (Lopez-Hernandez et al., 2009) bath-applied at concentrations of 10 and 30 nM showed little effect at blocking the responses evoked by ACh alone. However, nearly complete inhibition was seen when tkP3BzPB was bath-applied at 100 and 300 nM (Figure 7C). In contrast to the effects of TMPH, tkP3BzPB was more effective at blocking the potentiated α7 receptors. At 10 and 30 nM, concentrations which were largely ineffective at inhibiting the responses elicited by ACh alone, responses evoked by ACh and PNU-120596 were blocked approximately 60% and 98%, respectively, compared to the controls (Figure 7D). The inhibition was slowly reversible; the higher the concentration of tkP3BzPB applied to the bath, the longer the currents took to recover to full control responses.
Voltage Dependence of α7 Responses and Antagonism

A feature of channel-blocking antagonists that are charged at physiological pH is a voltage-dependent enhancement of inhibition if the binding site of the antagonist is within the membrane's electric field (Leonard et al., 1988). Since under typical physiological conditions α7 and other neuronal nAChRs have inward rectifying current-voltage relationships attributed to blockade of outward currents by intracellular magnesium ions (Ifune and Steinbach, 1990; Mathie et al., 1990; Sands and Barish, 1992) or intracellular polyamines (Haghighi and Cooper, 1998), voltage dependence of antagonist activity can usually only be assessed over a limited range of voltage (Papke et al., 2001a). The typical inward rectification of α7 responses recorded under control conditions is illustrated in the upper traces of Figure 8A. Peak current responses to 60 µM ACh recorded at +50 mV were only 7.9 ± 1.7% of control responses recorded at -60 mV, and net charge responses were reduced to 3.4 ± 1.1% of the controls (n = 6).

PNU-120596-potentiated currents of α7 receptors expressed in oocytes show reduced inward rectification compared to control responses (Sitzia et al., 2011). As shown in the lower traces in Figure 8A, responses produced by 60 µM ACh and 10 µM PNU-120596 were not reduced at the depolarized voltage compared to those at the control voltage. Normalized to initial ACh controls, the PNU-120596-potentiated responses at +50 mV, in fact, tended to be larger (61 ± 19 and 286 ± 65 fold larger for peak current and net charge, respectively, n = 4) than those at the standard voltage (which were increased 29 ± 8 and 177 ± 35 times for peak current and net charge, respectively, n = 6). However, the amplitudes of the potentiated currents recorded on the same day from oocytes of the same injection set were not statistically different at the two voltages. The relief of inward rectification in the PNU-120596-potentiated currents is consistent with the hypothesis that the ion permeation pathway of α7 receptors potentiated by PNU-120596 is qualitatively different from that of the normal activated state. However, strong
inward rectification has also been reported for PNU-120596-potentiated single-channel bursts in outside-out patches from transiently transfected BOSC23 cells (Williams et al., 2011b). We therefore evaluated the voltage dependence of control and PNU-120596-potentiated whole-cell responses in the stably transfected A7R3HC10 cells. As shown in Figure 8B, there was significantly less inward rectification of PNU-120596-potentiated whole-cell responses than in the responses evoked by ACh alone.

It has previously been reported that for heteromeric nAChRs (Francis and Papke, 1996) and AMPA-type glutamate receptors (Hollmann et al., 1991) there are correlations between inward rectification and calcium permeability, such that manipulations which reduce rectification also reduce calcium permeability. Since PNU-120596 removes the inward rectification of the α7-mediated currents, we used barium-substituted Ringer’s solution as previously described (Francis and Papke, 1996), to determine the divalent ion permeability of the PNU-120596-potentiated receptors. Specifically, barium was substituted for calcium at either 1.8 mM or increased to 18 mM, with the low barium solution osmotically compensated with sucrose. Barium was used as a reporter of divalent permeability to avoid the contribution of calcium-dependent chloride currents to the measurements of reversal potentials. As shown in Figure 8C, the reversal potentials of both the net charge and peak current measurements were strongly influenced by the external barium concentration, indicating that the channels of the potentiated receptors retained high divalent ion permeability.

We evaluated the voltage dependence of the antagonism of control and potentiated responses by both the small and large antagonists. Control responses were studied at either -80 or -40 mV, and the effects of antagonist co-application were compared to responses evoked by ACh alone at the same potentials. PNU-120596-potentiated currents were evoked at either -60 or +50 mV, and responses were measured relative to initial control responses to ACh alone obtained at -60 mV. For clarity of
presentation and analysis, outward currents recorded at +50 mV and inward currents at -60 mV are expressed as absolute magnitude.

There was no significant effect of holding potential on the inhibition of control responses by tetracaine. There was a significant effect of voltage in the inhibition of net charge by mecamylamine and a similar trend in the inhibition of peak current (Figure 9A). Inhibition of peak current and net charge by 100 µM QX-314 was greater at -80 than at -40 mV for the control responses. The results for the potentiated currents were similar for tetracaine and mecamylamine (Figure 9B), but, interestingly, there was no significant effect of voltage for the inhibition of potentiated currents by QX-314.

Effects of the large antagonists were measured at the time of co-application and on the ACh-evoked control responses recorded after the standard four-minute washout (at the standard -60 mV holding potential). Consistent with previous studies of BTMPS (Papke, 1993), the inhibition measured for responses evoked by ACh alone was greater on post-treatment controls than during co-application, and the residual inhibition was voltage dependent (Figure 9C). Also, consistent with previous studies of TMPH (Papke et al., 2005), inhibition of α7 control responses was reduced after washout, and the inhibition during co-application was voltage dependent. Inhibition of control responses by a single application of 300 nM tkP3BzPB showed no voltage or time dependence.

In order to compare control responses after the application of the large antagonists to the PNU-120596-potentiated responses, the Y-axis in Figure 9D is a log scale. The co-application of 1 µM BTMPS with 60 µM ACh and 10 µM PNU-120596 at -60 mV reduced the net charge to a level comparable to the ACh control responses (close to 1 on the log scale), but when the co-application was made at +50 mV, there was relatively little inhibition. However, control responses after washout were reduced under both conditions and were not significantly different. The voltage dependence of TMPH during the co-application step was similar to that of BTMPS (Figure 9D), but there was less recovery when the drug was first applied at -60 mV, unlike the results with BTMPS.
Inhibition by tkP3BzPB showed no voltage dependence during the co-application, but there was a significant, albeit small, voltage dependence in the recovery after washout.

**Effects of Antagonists on α7-Mediated Cytotoxicity in the Presence of PNU-120596**

Our previous study revealed that α7-expressing A7R3HC10 cells were sensitive to excitotoxicity when stimulated with the α7-selective agonist choline and PNU-120596 (Williams et al., 2012). In those experiments we confirmed that the PNU-120596 toxic effects were dependent on α7 receptor activation since they were sensitive to the α7-selective competitive antagonist MLA. To further explore whether the PNU-120596 cytotoxicity mediated by α7 receptors strictly requires α7 ion channel currents and to further discriminate the activity profiles of antagonists characterized, the effects of the six non-competitive antagonists on the PNU-120596 toxicity were examined by co-application of each antagonist with 30 μM choline and 10 μM PNU-120596. As shown in Figure 10, treatments with either 30 μM choline alone or 10 μM PNU-120596 alone did not show any cytotoxicity compared to cells treated with the 0.5% DMSO vehicle, whereas the 30 μM choline and 10 μM PNU-120596 co-treatment resulted in significant toxicity, ~30% cell viability relative to that of the control cells.

We observed that the six antagonists showed distinct protective effects on the *in vitro* cytotoxicity profile of PNU-120596. The agents were all tested at two concentrations, and all agents except for QX-314 provided some level of protection at one or both of the concentrations tested. Only tetracaine showed a significant concentration-dependent increase in the protection. Only the higher concentrations of tetracaine and tkP3BzPB produced a level of protection that restored viability of the treatment-free controls.

**Mechanisms of PNU-120596-mediated cytotoxicity**
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Due to the high calcium permeability of α7 ion channels under control conditions, it has been considered a reasonable hypothesis that the toxic effect on A7R3HC10 cells produced by the choline and PNU-120596 treatment would be due to a calcium-mediated sort of excitotoxicity. However, our results with the antagonists call this into question. Therefore we tested whether the cytotoxic effect observed on A7R3HC10 cells required the presence of extracellular calcium. It was not possible to prepare calcium-free HBSS by simply substituting the CaCl₂ with BaCl₂ since the presence of MgSO₄ in the HBSS led to the precipitation of barium sulfate. Therefore, as a further control, we made and tested a modified HBSS with additional MgCl₂ to replace the MgSO₄, in addition to the normal HBSS control that contained CaCl₂, MgCl₂, and MgSO₄. As shown in Figure 11A, 4 hour treatments with choline and PNU-120596 were equally toxic with all three salt solutions. Similar results were obtained with overnight treatments (data not shown).

To determine whether the cytotoxic effects of the choline and PNU-120596 treatments reflected activation of pathways for apoptosis, we measured the level of caspase-3/7 activity, indicative of apoptotic cell death (Mazumder et al., 2008), in A7R3HC10 cells treated with 0.5% DMSO or choline and PNU-120596. As shown in Figure 11B, there was a significant ($P < 0.05$) increase in caspase-3/7 activity in the choline and PNU-120596 treated cells.

**Discussion**

One approach for probing ion channel structure and function is to use non-competitive antagonists that may vary in their interaction with the ion channel in ways that may be dependent on conformational states or specific amino acid residues exposed in the ion conduction pathway. For example, the lidocaine derivative QX-314 inhibits muscle type nAChRs through channel block that is conditional on channels being in the open state (Neher and Steinbach, 1978), while the alternative local anesthetic tetracaine can block both open and closed conformations of the channel through a parallel blocking
mechanism (Papke and Oswald, 1989). Studies of macroscopic currents mediated by the ganglionic analog α3β4 expressed in *Xenopus* oocytes suggested that both of these agents could block wild-type receptors in a voltage-dependent manner consistent with open channel block, but that conversion of the α3β4 transmembrane domain to more closely resemble that of the muscle receptor had qualitatively different effects on the blocking properties of these agents, changing the potency of QX-314 and the mechanism of inhibition by tetracaine (Papke et al., 2001a).

Mecamylamine is widely used as a non-selective nAChR antagonist. Mecamylamine's inhibition of a broad range of nAChR subtypes has been demonstrated to be non-competitive and in some cases also voltage dependent (Papke et al., 2001b), consistent with open channel block. However, single-channel data on mecamylamine are limited. Although one study of α3-containing receptors was consistent with channel block (Nelson and Lindstrom, 1999), in that study the data were sufficient to calculate forward blocking rates but unique blocked times were not apparent.

Single-channel studies of any of the small non-competitive, putatively channel-blocking antagonists require open times of sufficient duration to measure the effects of the agents on open times and bursting properties. Due to the infrequent and extremely brief nature of α7 single-channel events, it has not been possible to characterize these agents on the level of single channels. However, the open times of α7 nAChRs are greatly prolonged in the presence of type II PAMs such as PNU-120596 (Williams et al., 2011b), making it feasible to characterize these agents and distinguish their molecular mechanisms on allosterically modulated receptors. We have summarized our findings for the six agents studied on control and PNU-120596-potentiated α7 currents in Table III.

Our data indicate that the three small antagonists tested have unique channel blocking mechanisms. While all three shortened intraburst open time durations, only tetracaine maintained the bimodal distribution of open times. Likewise, all three shortened burst durations but only tetracaine increased the apparent burst frequency,
suggesting that it produced blocked times longer than our threshold value of 100 ms for interburst closures. Tetracaine also introduced an additional element into the intraburst closed time distribution, consistent with multiple mechanisms of inhibition. Additionally, one mechanism for inhibition by tetracaine appeared to be associated with incomplete channel openings, leading to one or more levels of subconductance. The observation that inhibition by tetracaine did not show significant voltage dependence would also suggest that this agent may bind outside the membrane's electric field and perhaps have some effects at the agonist binding sites.

The second class of nAChR non-competitive antagonists studied, BTMPS, TMPH, and tkP3BzPB, have mechanisms that can be distinguished based on conformational state dependence and ion channel sequence (Lopez-Hernandez et al., 2009; Papke, 1993; Papke et al., 2005). They produced blocked times far too long to be resolved on the level of single-channel currents, even those which have been protracted by the application of a PAM. Of these three agents only BTMPS has been shown to require channel activation in order to produce long-lasting use-dependent inhibition. While TMPH and tkP3BzPB can inhibit nAChRs in both closed and open states (use-independent inhibition), studies of α7 receptors under control conditions (i.e. in the absence of PAMs) suggest that among the neuronal nAChRs studied, α7 receptors are relatively insensitive to TMPH and most sensitive to tkP3BzPB.

Interestingly, the inhibitory effects of tkP3BzPB at low concentrations were enhanced by potentiation of the currents with PNU-120596, while those of TMPH at low concentrations were reduced with PNU-120596, and the effects of BTMPS were relatively similar under both conditions. Although inhibition of heteromeric nAChRs by TMPH was not strictly use-dependent, the inhibition of α7 receptors by this agent did appear to be voltage dependent. Inhibition by BTMPS, which is voltage independent for heteromeric neuronal nAChRs (Francis et al., 1998), showed an interesting pattern of voltage dependence in the inhibition of α7 currents. BTMPS is strictly use-dependent,
and under control conditions when single-channel currents would have been extremely short, there was no apparent effect of voltage on the onset of inhibition, but there was a significant effect of voltage on the recovery of currents, consistent with faster dissociation of the blocker from the channels with depolarization. There was relatively little effect of voltage on inhibition by tK3P3BzPB under any conditions.

As the six antagonists studied differed in their detailed mechanisms of α7 ion channel inhibition, they also differed in their effects on the cytotoxicity produced by PNU-120596 and choline, an effect we initially hypothesized to be directly related to α7-mediated current influx. It is interesting to note that while both NMDA-type glutamate receptors and α7 nAChRs have high permeability to calcium that might produce excitotoxicity, these two receptors differ in several key properties under physiological conditions. For example, NMDA receptors have a relatively high open probability, but they normally conduct little current in the absence of other depolarizing stimuli, due to the outward rectification of their current-voltage relationship associated with voltage-dependent block by magnesium ions. In contrast, under control conditions α7 receptors have very low probability of being open and an inward rectifying current-voltage relationship. Both of these features would put a check on the possibility of excessive α7-mediated calcium influx under normal conditions, since if there was sufficient channel activation to depolarize a cell, the inward rectification of the channel would provide a negative feedback. This is the opposite of what occurs with NMDA-type glutamate receptor mediated excitotoxicity, where depolarization relieves channel block by magnesium and provides positive feedback, amplifying channel-mediated calcium currents. Our data indicate that PNU-120596 alters both of the features of α7 currents that would potentially limit cytotoxic calcium currents under normal conditions, open probability and inward rectification.

Although all of the antagonists tested were effective at reducing α7 ion channel currents, they were not all effective at eliminating the cytotoxic effect of PNU-120596
and choline. Several of the agents provided partial protection, but only the agents which had mechanisms that were least consistent with simple ion channel blockade, tetracaine and tkP3BzPB, fully protected the cells. QX-314 and the related lidocaine derivative QX-222 are agents normally associated with the form of open channel blockade that shortens open times and increases burst durations (Neher and Steinbach, 1978). However, even though we confirmed that QX-314 shortened the duration of PNU-120596-potentiated $\alpha_7$ bursts, it provided no significant protection from the toxic effect of the PNU-120596 and choline treatment. Interestingly, in addition to shortening burst and single-channel openings, mecamylamine and tetracaine induced novel subconductance states, and to varying degrees were cytoprotective. Likewise, BTMPS, a very effective antagonist of $\alpha_7$ ion channel currents, was relatively ineffective as a cytoprotective agent. Therefore, our results failed to support the hypothesis that the cytotoxic effect of PNU-120596 and choline is mediated by ion channel currents alone, and in fact the toxicity does not appear to require extracellular calcium.

The apparent dissociation between ion channel inhibition and cytoprotection may reflect back on the data which indicated that for each channel actively exhibiting PNU-120596-enhanced currents there are likely to be at least 100-fold more receptors that have been modified by the antagonist but are in non-conducting states. Our data indicate that at least some cytotoxicity is likely to come from alterations in the downstream signaling associated with non-conducting states regulating apoptotic pathways.

Our data indicate that the ion channel of the PNU-120596-potentiated conducting state must be significantly different from the pore formed in receptors that have not been modified by PNU-120596. The most solid proof of this is the reduction or elimination of the inward rectification in the channel modified by PNU-120596. The concept that PNU-120596 produces global effects on the structure of all conformational states and not just changes the equilibrium between conducting and non-conducting states, is also consistent with the different IC$_{50}$ values of mecamylamine and tetracaine for control and PNU-
120596-modified receptors and the fact that the IC$_{50}$ values for these antagonists changed in opposite directions.

PAMs of $\alpha_7$ are being tested in numerous preclinical models related to a range of therapeutic indications from cognitive function (McLean et al., 2011) to neuropathic pain and inflammation (Bencherif et al., 2011). The conventional interpretation of the data in all of these disparate areas is that the effects of PAMs are due to the increased ion channel activity alone. Our data are consistent with the hypothesis that the PAMs may have more global effects on $\alpha_7$ function that could extend to signaling associated with non-conducting states of the receptor.
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Figure legends

Figure 1. Structures of small non-competitive antagonists mecamylamine, QX-314, and tetracaine (left) and slowly reversible inhibitors BTMPS, TMPH, and tKP3BzPB (right).

Figure 2. Inhibition of ACh-evoked responses in the absence and presence of PNU-120596 of human α7 nAChRs expressed in Xenopus oocytes by co-application of mecamylamine, QX-314, and tetracaine. Data are normalized to the averaged net charge of control 60 µM ACh or 10 µM ACh plus 10 µM PNU-120596 responses. Each point represents the mean (± SEM) of at least four oocytes for each condition.

Figure 3. Representative single-channel traces of outside-out patches from α7 receptors before and after antagonist co-treatment as indicated in different time resolutions. Currents were sampled at 100 kHz and low-pass filtered at 5 kHz.

Figure 4. All-point histograms of the representative recordings shown in Figure 3. Burst durations were 5.78, 2.70, 2.63, and 3.92 seconds for the control, mecamylamine, QX-314, and tetracaine bursts, respectively. For clarity of comparisons, the histograms were autoscaled so that the largest components were of the same amplitude. For the QX-314 data, the largest component was the blocked closed state, while in other histograms the largest component was the primary open state.

Figure 5. Effects of small reversible antagonists on the apparent open and closed durations in the PNU-120596-potentiated α7 single-channel bursts. Control bursts were evoked by 300 µM ACh and 10 µM PNU-120596 either before the antagonist co-application or after the removal of external antagonist from the same patch. Note that although low-amplitude infrequent subconductance events were observed, for these analyses the event detection thresholds were set to capture only the main conductance state of the receptor, and times in the subconductance states were taken as closures. Upper panels, fit histograms displaying intraburst open and closed durations of 32 control bursts (blue line) from 7 patches (19,850 events), and 35 bursts from 8 patches (32,104...
events) treated by 300 μM ACh, 10 μM PNU-120596, and 30 μM mecamylamine (red line). Middle panels, fit histograms displaying intraburst open and closed durations of 26 control bursts (blue line) from 16 patches (9,104 events), and 57 bursts from 18 patches (85,090 events) treated by 300 μM ACh, 10 μM PNU-120596, and 30 μM QX-314 (red line). Lower panels, fit histograms displaying intraburst open and closed durations of 30 control bursts (blue line) from 10 patches (9,232 events), and 44 bursts from 9 patches (28,835 events) treated by 300 μM ACh, 10 μM PNU-120596, and 10 μM tetracaine (red line). Only the bursts lasting longer than 1 s and with no obvious subconductance were selected for analysis to ensure enough intraburst events. Fit parameters are listed in Table II. In order to compare data sets with varying numbers of events, each of the histograms was normalized to have a total area equal to one so that the Y scaling was adjusted automatically for each histogram.

**Figure 6.** Summary of the effects of antagonist treatment on α7 burst duration and burst frequency of responses produced by 300 μM ACh and 10 μM PNU-120596. The number of bursts under each condition is indicated in parentheses.

**Figure 7.** Effects of bath-applied slowly reversible antagonists BTMPS (A), TMPH (B), and tkP3BzPB (C and D) on responses of α7 nAChRs expressed in oocytes to 60 μM ACh or 10 μM ACh plus 10 μM PNU-120596. After measuring two baseline responses evoked by ACh alone or ACh plus PNU-120596, the antagonist solution was added to the bath for 15 min, followed by a 10-15 min washout. The oocytes were repeatedly probed for their ACh or ACh plus PNU-120596 responses. All points represent averaged normalized data (± SEM, n ≥4) of peak current responses for each condition. Note that since low concentrations TMPH were ineffective and inhibiting a run up of potentiated responses, the scale of panel B is expanded relative to the other plots.

**Figure 8.** Effects of PNU-120596 on the current-voltage relationships of α7-mediated currents. A) The upper traces illustrate the strong inward rectification of control α7 currents for receptors expressed in *Xenopus* oocytes. The net charge of responses...
measured at the depolarizing voltage (+50 mV) were a small fraction (3.4 ±1.0%, n = 6) of that of responses recorded at the standard holding potential of -60 mV. In contrast, as shown in the lower traces, when measured relative to initial ACh controls, the absolute net charge of the responses evoked by 60 μM ACh plus 10 μM PNU-120596 at +50 mV were not smaller than those recorded at -60 mV. The potentiation factors determined from multiple cells were 286 ± 85 and 177 ± 36 fold larger than -60 mV controls for +50 and -60 mV responses, respectively (n = 4). These sample traces were obtained from different cells but were scaled to the ACh control response of the respective cells. **B)** The current-voltage relationships of whole-cell responses of α7-expressing A7R3HC10 cells to the pressure application of 1 mM ACh alone (n = 5) or 100 μM ACh plus 10 μM PNU-120596 (n = 5). **C) Barium permeability of PNU-120596-potentiated α7 currents.** Calcium-free Ringer’s solutions were made as previously described (Francis and Papke, 1996) with either 1.8 mM BaCl₂ (and 48.6 mM sucrose) or 18 mM BaCl₂. Cells were first tested for responses to control applications of 60 μM ACh alone in the low barium solution and then either kept in the low barium Ringer’s, or switched to the high barium solution for a series of stimulations with 30 μM ACh plus 6 μM PNU-120596 at different holding potentials. Current-voltage relationships were calculated by linear regression.

**Figure 9.** The voltage dependence of antagonist activity. **A)** The inhibition of 60 μM ACh-evoked α7-mediated absolute peak current and net charge responses in *Xenopus* oocytes recorded at either -80 or -40 mV by the small reversible antagonists. **B)** Effects of the small reversible antagonists on α7-mediated responses evoked by the application of 60 μM ACh plus 10 μM PNU-120596 recorded at either -60 or +50 mV. **C) The inhibition of 60 μM ACh-evoked α7-mediated net charge responses by large slowly reversible antagonists measured at either -80 or -40 mV.** Effects were measured both on the responses evoked during the ACh-antagonist co-application and on the responses to control applications of ACh 4 minutes after the co-application responses. **D)** Effects of the large slowly reversible antagonists on α7-mediated absolute net charge responses evoked by the application of 60 μM ACh plus 10 μM PNU-120596 recorded at either -60 or +50 mV. Effects were measured both on the responses evoked during the ACh/PNU-120596-antagonist co-application and on the responses to control applications of ACh 4
minutes after the co-application responses. Data on the inhibition of control ACh responses (panels A & C) were normalized to ACh-evoked responses recorded at the same holding potentials as the experimental responses. Data on the inhibition of responses to ACh plus PNU-120596 (panels B & D) were normalized to the average of two ACh-evoked control responses recorded at -60 mV prior to the co-application of ACh, PNU-120596, and antagonist at the indicated voltage. Note that in panel D, due to the large magnitude of both the PNU-120596 and the antagonist effects, response data are displayed on a log scale. All bars represent the average (± SEM) of at least 4 oocytes. Asterisks indicate conditions where there was significantly less ($P < 0.05$) inhibition of responses recorded at the more positive of the two potentials compared.

**Figure 10.** Protective effects of different α7 nAChR non-competitive antagonists on the *in vitro* cytotoxicity profile of 10 μM PNU-120596 with 30 μM choline in A7R3HC10 cells incubated in HBSS at 28°C. ×, $P < 0.05$; *, $P < 0.01$ compared to viability of choline and PNU-120596 treated cells. †, $P > 0.05$ compared to viability of treatment-free cells. Each bar represents the average ± SEM (n = 3). Untransfected HEK 293 cells were treated in parallel and were unaffected by all treatments (data not shown).

**Figure 11.** Mechanistic studies of cytotoxicity produced by choline and PNU-120596 treatments to A7R3HC10 cells. **A** Treatments previously shown to be toxic to A7R3HC10 cells were compared to the 0.5% DMSO vehicle controls with solutions of different salt composition. In addition to HBSS with standard composition, we tested an HBSS with additional MgCl₂ to replace MgSO₄, and a calcium- and SO₄²⁻-free HBSS containing barium and additional MgCl₂. **B** Caspase-3/7 activity was measured in A7R3HC10 cells that were treated with either 0.5% DMSO or 100 μM choline plus 10 μM PNU-120596 for 4 hours.
Table I. IC\textsubscript{50} values (μM) for the inhibition of α7-mediated currents in *Xenopus* oocytes

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Control</th>
<th>PNU-120596-potentiated</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Mecamylamine</td>
<td>10 ± 1</td>
<td>4.8 ± 0.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>QX-314</td>
<td>42 ± 2</td>
<td>55 ± 16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tetracaine</td>
<td>18 ± 2</td>
<td>43 ± 8</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Table II. Time constants and areas of the event duration distributions

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Open times</th>
<th>Closed times</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>$\tau_1$</td>
<td>$\tau_2$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Control</td>
<td>60 $\mu$s (49%)</td>
<td>1 ms (5%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>n = 32 bursts</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mecamylamine</td>
<td>700 $\mu$s (100%)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>n = 35 bursts</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Control</td>
<td>50 $\mu$s (38%)</td>
<td>3 ms (12%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>n = 26 bursts</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>QX-314</td>
<td>700 $\mu$s (100%)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>n = 57 bursts</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Control</td>
<td>50 $\mu$s (40%)</td>
<td>14 ms (60%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>n = 30 bursts</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tetracaine</td>
<td>200 $\mu$s (46%)</td>
<td>2.5 ms (37%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>n = 44 bursts</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Table III. Summary of hypotheses related to inhibitory mechanisms

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Agent</th>
<th>Voltage dependence Control</th>
<th>PNU-120596</th>
<th>Comments</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Mec.</td>
<td>net charge only</td>
<td>strong</td>
<td>In the presence of the PAM, decreases open times and burst durations. Produces small-amplitude subconductance events. Most likely open channel block but produces some longer block times as well.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>QX-314</td>
<td>strong</td>
<td>none</td>
<td>Fast channel blocker, no subconductance events. However, since burst durations are decreased, there must be some longer block times as well.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tet.</td>
<td>none</td>
<td>none</td>
<td>Most likely blocks both open and closed channels. Multiple forms of blockade suggested by closed times, the increase in burst frequency, and the appearance of subconductance states.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BTMPS</td>
<td>net charge only</td>
<td>peak only</td>
<td>Inhibition is use-dependent but not strongly voltage dependent. The longer channels are open, as in the presence of the PAM, the more likely they are to be blocked.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TMPH</td>
<td>peak only</td>
<td>strong</td>
<td>Likely to preferentially block open channels, however, the off-rate for α7 receptors is relatively fast compared to what has been reported for heteromeric channels.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>tkP3BzPB</td>
<td>none</td>
<td>weak</td>
<td>Probably not an open channel blocker. Shows preferential inhibition of the PUN-120596-potentiated receptors. Probably affects channels in both closed and open states.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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A) BTMPS Control and potentiated currents

B) TMPH Control and potentiated currents

C) tkP3BzPB Inhibition of responses to ACh alone

D) tkP3BzPB Inhibition of responses to ACh ± PNU-120596
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